**Dog Bone Placemat**
by Adrienne Franklin

**Finished Size:** 14” x 22”
**Pattern Level:** Easy
**Seam Allowance:** 1/4” used throughout.

**Materials Needed:**
1/2-yard blue dog print (front)
1/2-yard blue and red star print (back)
1/2-yard polyester fleece
Iron-on Flexible Vinyl (1 package), matching thread

**Cutting and Assembly:**

1. Cut 1 piece 15” x 23” from dog print. Following manufacturer's instructions apply vinyl to the right side of fabric piece. Enlarge bone pattern with a copier or by another method until each background square measures 1". Tape pattern together where specified. Cut out 1 placemat front on fold and 1 placemat back on fold from star print.

2. Use pattern to cut 1 bone on fold from fleece. Cut away 1/4” all around outside edges of fleece piece. Pin placemat front to placemat back with wrong sides facing, sandwiching fleece in between. Stitch together around edges of placemat using a machine satin stitch.

While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, we are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual work varies.
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Cat's Fish Placemat  
by Adrienne Franklin

Finished Size: 14” x 22”  
Pattern Level: Easy  
Seam Allowance: 1/4” used throughout.

Materials Needed:  
1/2-yard fish print (front)  
1/2-yard red cat print (back)  
1/2-yard polyester fleece  
Iron-on Flexible Vinyl (1 package), matching thread

Cutting and Assembly:

1. Cut 1 piece 15” x 23” from fish print. Following manufacturer’s instructions apply vinyl to the right side of this piece. Enlarge placemat pattern using a copier or another method until each background square measures 1”. Tape pattern together where specified. Cut out 1 placemat front on fold and 1 placemat back on fold from cat print.

2. Use pattern to cut 1 fish from fleece. Pin placemat front to placemat back right sides facing on top of fleece. Stitch together around edges, leaving an opening for turning. Clip curves and turn right side out through opening. Stitch opening closed.

While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, we are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual work varies.
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